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and other details)
Social Time – 6:45 p.m. Meeting – 7:00 p.m.

Speaker to follow

Speaker Nancy Lippman

Animal Assisted Therapy – What You Need to Know

N
ancy Lippman began her career in Animal Assisted Therapy in January, 2001, when she was accepted into Love
on 4 Paws.  Although there were visiting options available in “special” schools and long-term care facilities, she
chose to concentrate on visiting hospitals.  She has done AAT visits at Shriners Hospital for Children, Childrens

Hospital Los Angeles, Hollywood Presbyterian, St. John’s, and UCLA.  Almost two years ago, she became a Delta
Evaluator and began testing teams who wanted to become registered Delta Pet Partners.  Nancy is currently volunteering

in two AAT Programs -- the People-Animal Connection at UCLA, and the new Paula Kent Meehan Pawsitive Pet
Program at St. John’s –  along with her two Standard Poodle therapy dogs, Jett and Mo, pictured above.

Nancy will share her personal experiences in Animal Assisted Therapy, talking about some exciting new opportunities
that have recently become available, and answering the questions she is asked most often:  What are the characteristics of
a suitable temperament in a Therapy Dog?  Does my dog need to be “super” calm?  Would this be a huge time
commitment?  Is a trick repertoire important?

[See page 3 for Table of Contents]
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

OBEDIENCE WORKOUTS - Most Sundays at 1:30 p.m.  Please bring a crate, x-pen or friend to hold your dog while you
are helping out in the ring.  For further information, contact Nancy Lovendosky at nlovendosky@yahoo.com. 
Announcements will be posted via the WLAOTC Announcement list when workouts are cancelled for an upcoming
Sunday.

AGILITY PRACTICE – Most Mondays, 8:30 - 9:30 a.m. Come 15 minutes early for set-up AND/OR stay late for
teardown. Open to Club members whose dogs have taken 12 weeks of classes at any venue; current students who have
completed two series of classes; and experienced handlers with advanced titles and new dogs.  Dogs must be able to work
around other off-leash dogs. For further information contact ajharm7707@aol.com, or see Announcement List.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS

Sep 21 (Tues) – General Membership Meeting; speaker
Nancy Lippman on Animal Assisted Therapy

Oct 19 (Tues) – General Membership Meeting
Nov 13 (Sat) – Top Dog Competition, OEDC,

Bloomington, CA

Nov 16  (Tues) – General Membership Meeting – Town
Hall and Election of Board for 2011

Dec 4 - 5 (Sat - Sun) – AKC Invitationals, Long
Beach Convention Center; last chance to see it
live on the West Coast

DIRECTIONS TO CLUB MEETING: Westside Pavilion, Community Room A, behind the food court, third level, at the
Pico/Overland side of the Pavilion. Enter parking on Overland or Pico.  Best parking is on roof or third level outside. 
The Club will provide pizza or a light snack.  We ask that you BYOB – Bring Your Own Beverage.

VISIT THE CLUB WEBSITE, www.wlaotc.com, for up-to-date information on classes and activities, list of Club videos,
class registration, links to information on agility and obedience shows, photos from past events, etc.

SCOREBOARD SUBMISSIONS FOR NEWSLETTER: Please submit titles and qualifying scores.  OBEDIENCE/RALLY –
sykess1@mac.com; AGILITY AND ALL OTHER SCORES – ajharm7707@aol.com.   Submitting your information in the
format used in Scoreboard would be a big help.  Thank you.

NEWS OF YOU – Inez Post loves to hear about your accomplishments, interesting stories and travels, new additions to
your family (human or dog), etc.  Please, let her know – bnipost@verizon.net. 

JOIN THE WLAOTC YAHOO GROUPS – The Announcement group is used for receiving information about upcoming
events, classes or other notices of interest to members.  The Discussion group is for members to chat with each other,
seek information or make announcements.  If you would like to join one or both of these groups, please send an e-mail
request to Casey Cantrell (caseycantrell@ca.rr.com). 

CLASS INFORMATION/RAIN – For agility class information, contact Cynthia Smith, wlaotcagility@gmail.com,  or call
(310) 851-2121 to check on rain-outs; for obedience classes, check registration information on the Club website, or call
(310) 851-6350 to check on rain-outs.  Check your Club Roster for other important contact information. 

DO YOU HAVE A STORY you’d like to write for the Newsletter?  Or an idea you’d like to suggest?  Photos you’d like to
contribute for publication?  Please let Kitty Jones know – kg.jones@verizon.net. 

Kibbles N Bits

Marie Eguro (ariton@att.net) is responsible for sending out cards to members.  Please notify her of any member who
may need correspondence such as a Get Well card, Sympathy card, etc.  Thank you.
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T
he still morning silence was shattered by the
bellowing moose. What was he saying?  It
sounded like: “Where’s the coffee?”  Wait. 

He was saying “Where’s the coffee?” and it wasn’t
a moose at all.  It was Ed Smith, one of the set-up
crew, demanding caffeine.  Fortunately for the
neighborhood, Kitty Jones was there on the spot
with breakfast and beverages to soothe the savage
beasts when the set-up crew rolled into the park at
6:00 a.m. on August 7  – Match Day! th

Although it
was still dark,
our clever
grounds chief,
Marc
Marsceill,
had thought to
use Day-Glow
orange paint
when he and
helpers
Martin and
yours truly
measured and
marked the
rings on
Friday
afternoon, so
we could see
the ring
layout even in
the dim light. 
We’re happy we’ve channeled Marc’s artistic
talents into something productive since I’m sure his
deft stroke with the paint can is the envy of many
less gifted taggers. Plus – he’s a math wiz!  And I
now know the secret formula he uses to ensure that
the rings are laid out perfectly.  I’m not telling, but
you might check out Wikileaks.org.

Fortified with coffee and sugar, the grounds crew
(Kate Bernstein, Daphne Bradford, Clydine
Crowder, Simon Harvey, Kitty Jones, George
Kabo, Bob Kaisaki, Brooke Knapp, Joel
Korotzer, Carie Krumme, Marc Marsceill,
Andrea Mraz, Greg Oberman, Stacy Oki ,
Shirley Russell, Dana Sharpless, Marty
Skredsvig, Ed Smith, Jim Stevens, Dona Tanaka
and Terry Townsend) built our 12-ring city with

time to spare.  Although the park came through with
the eight tables Deb Davidson Harpur had
requested for the raffle, they weren’t nearly enough,
so Deb and her team (including Aljean Harmetz,
Simon Harvey, Carie Krumme, Mei Matsuo,
George Pelzman and Jeannie Pelzman) used
crates and boxes and chairs and a couple of dogs on
down/stays to display the prodigious pile of 

President’s Message
– Casey Cantrell

Finished with their rally practice,
Augie looks to Denise Mixon with an

“I did good, huh?” smile
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goodies.  Deb and I compromised on what time to
close the raffle, since I wanted to keep it open as
long as possible and Deb hoped to get it done before
sunset, pointing out how long it would take to
actually draw tickets from over 100 bags. 

This year the hospitality team, lead by Sally
Carson, reached the pinnacle of gourmet picnic
fare.  The enduring Hoffy hotdog, grilled to
perfection by grillardins  Mac Farmer, Bob
Kaisaki, Ed Smith, Faith Stevens and Jim
Stevens, was served with a choice of homemade
salads prepared by our own award-winning chef,
Marta Rallis, who did double duty as pâtissier. 

Inez Post and her team (Curt Cunningham, Kitty
Jones, Nancy Myers, Stacy Oki, Marty Skredsig
and Dona Tanaka) staffed the entry tables before
dashing off to trial and/or to other jobs.  Our entry
(258) was the largest we’ve had since we’ve kept
records. We had a significant number of dogs
starting their obedience careers: 18 in Pre/Beginning
Novice; 29 in Novice A and 31 in Novice B.  In
addition there were 68 Open entries, 61 Utility
entries; 46 Rally entries and 5 Grad Open entries.

Fellow AmStaff fans Judith Lewis and Lynn
Medlin judged the novice rings with the able
assistance of Jane Barack, Sharisse Chavez,

Simon Harvey, Nancy Lovendosky, Toby
Mouchette, Nancy Oppenheim, Jan Ruckert,
Fran Rudy and Patti Voyles.

Bari Brown, having mastered the fine art of stop-
watching, was back to run the Group ring again this
year, while Judith Brecka, another Staffie
aficionado, judged the increasingly popular “non-
regular classes.” Judith’s ring stewards – Andree
Armand, Marla Frankel, Nancy Gast, Matt
Geer, Aileen Leavitt, Ann McCabe and Sharon
Nasse – were especially busy moving jumps and
rally signs in and out of the ring so exhibitors could
try out the new classes.

Daphne Bell and Tawn Sinclair judged our open
rings, with Jinny Chow, Sterling Chow, Wendy
Hesterly, Susan Qualls, Debra Rabin, Shirley
Russell, Cynthia Smith, Tammy Solko and Carol
Solomon handling dumbbell-toting and jump-
setting duties. 

Marie Eguro and Rex Mincheff put in a long day
judging the utility rings, where they were helped by
Irina Beatty, Kate Bernstein, Clydine Crowder,
Gabrielle de Benedictis, Naomi Djanogly, Mimi
Granat, Aljean Harmetz, Jo Humphrey, George
Kabo, Mona Martin, Annette McCarthy and
Greg Oberman. 

Stacy Holtz, who judged rally advanced and
excellent classes must have been treating her ring

Faith Stevens, Bob Kaisaki, Jim Stevens and Marta
Rallis share a light moment over our food

Hayden Kabo totes her own dumbbell
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stewards right, since Nicole Dincau, Lynn
Lovendosky and Robyn McNutt managed the ring
triple-handedly all day long.  Then again, perhaps it
was just the vigor of youth.

On the other hand, Kathe Vasquez, ran an equally
efficient novice rally ring with the help of ring
stewards who have all celebrated their 21st

birthdays:  Mary Dincau, Doug Parker and Joann
Richter.  For those of you who don’t know, Mary is
Shirley Russell’s older sister, or is it the other way
around?  Seems to depend on who’s doing the
talking!

Since Tawn is
kind enough
to judge for
other clubs,
we reap the
benefit of
having other
clubs
reciprocate,
including
Gina Grissom
who judged
our trophy
ring this year. 
Gina’s ring
stewards –
Jane Collins,
Cindy Deter,
Lucy
Kluckhohn
Jones, Joel
Korotzer, Pat Pyfrom, Pat Schaedler and Elaine
Smyrski – handled the varied duties of all three
classes, as well as the mathematics necessary to
actually compute scores! 

Nancy Lippman, with a select team of evaluators,
including Debbie Pinthus, tested 16 potential
Canine Good Citizens. 15 passed, so they can
expect to receive a jury summons any day now.

Every year the Club discusses whether to convert
the Match to a Show N Go format, which is never
going to happen as long as we keep offering
wonderful trophies.  Thanks to trophy chairs Kitty
Jones and Gabrielle Beaubrun (who tried to sneak
out of the park undetected lest she be recruited
again for next year.  Didn’t work . . . .) 

Special thanks go to the committee members:
Diana Kerew-Shaw, who recruited, organized and
trained dozens of ring stewards; Marc Marsceill,
who not only prepared the rings for Saturday, but
who handled all our equipment needs; Inez Post,
who once again ran the entry tables, Deb Davidson
Harpur who put on a stupendous raffle; Sally
Carson, who made certain that everyone was fed
and watered; Gabrielle Beaubrun and Kitty Jones
who purchased and awarded trophies, and Nancy
Lippman for supervising CGC testing.

Janelle
Fuchigami was
alleged to be the
match co-chair
this year, but I
never saw her . . .
unless of course
that streak
running past me
all day was her? 
Janelle worked
tirelessly both
before and during
the match,
organizing,
among other
things, our first
volunteer pre-
entry. 

Thanks to
everyone who helped make our 59  annual match ath

success.

Nancy Lovendosky and Dashiell
prance through open heeling

In the flesh, it’s Janelle Fuchigami
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CH MACH2 Shoreline’s Tuff Act to Follow
CDX RAE XF

A
nd Tuffie’s puppy will, indeed, have a tough
act to follow.  Just 5 ½ months after Tuffie’s
maternity leave from Agility, Tawn Sinclair

and Tuffie earned her MACH2 at the Papillon
Club’s agility trial on Saturday, August 21.  It might
have been tidier to wait a day and earn that AKC
title at the Keeshond Club’s trial on August 22.  But
Tuffie chose to start on her MACH3 that day with
her 41  double Q.st

“Tuffie earned her first MACH last Thanksgiving
when she was six weeks pregnant,” says Tawn. 
“That first MACH took us 2 ½ years.  But Tuffie
earned all 20 double Qs needed for her MACH2
between this March and mid-August.  The
attainment of MACH2 fulfills the requirement for
the Keeshond Club of America Agility Hall of
Fame.  That was the second of my agility goals for
the year.  The first was making the Invitational.  We
accomplished that in July.”

Tuffie is five years old.  Tawn’s next goal is
“attaining her UD before she turns six.” 

INVITATIONS!  INVITATIONS!

Tuffie will not be the only WLAOTC dog putting a
paw on the starting line at the AKC Invitational
December 4 in Long Beach.  The top five dogs of
each breed in terms of MACH points earned from

July 1 - June 30 are invited to participate. Gabrielle
Beaubrun’s Tibetan Spaniel Bogey will be there,
handled by Deborah Davidson Harpur.  Junior
handler Mei Matsuo will run Beau, a Bedlington
Terrier.  And Shirley Russell will be bringing
Cricket, her Hungarian Pumi.  Although the AKC
recently changed its rules to allow mixed breeds to
participate in agility and obedience, they will not be
eligible to compete in the Invitational until 2011. 
However, Deb’s mixed breed, Magi, has been
invited to be the demo dog.  

Oops! MACH2 Tuffie Sinclair’s in the wrong ring!

Agility News
– Aljean Harmetz
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. . . OR, RENNIE MADE ME DO IT

I
t was a dark and stormy night.  Okay, so it
wasn’t stormy, but you get the idea.

Yours truly was just wrapping up a lovely day;
having finished a big project, she and her husband
had decided to play hooky for the afternoon and go
to the movies.  Perhaps, in retrospect, this was a bad
idea; was the coming accident retribution for not
buckling down and finishing work on the book? 
We will never know. . . .

In any case, it was 9:00 p.m., and time for
“walkies.”  We live on a pretty, leafy block in
Beverlywood.  It is one of those neighborhoods in
LA that are graced with quaint period street lamps. 
They don’t shed a heck of a lot of light, but they are
very picturesque.  Did I mention “leafy?”  That is
because the street is lined with huge, mature ficus
trees, which tower over the houses and form a
graceful tunnel of branches across the road.  Ficus
trees have two distinctive qualities (besides their
leafyness):  they grow very fast, and they have huge
“hippy” root systems, which have the unfortunate
effect of lifting the sidewalks.  Ergo, there are
uneven spots and cracks galore in the pavement. 
And therein lies my tale.

I was trotting along an especially dark patch of
sidewalk, thinking my own thoughts and waiting for
la principessa to deign to finish her business, when
the toe of my loafer caught in one of said cracks.  I
literally went airborne as I flew out of my shoe.  I
landed on my knee (hard) and had the presence of
mind to break my fall with my hands.  At the
moment of impact (harder) I just knew that
something really, really bad had happened.  I
believe my instinct had been to protect my head, but
there were consequences.

As I writhed on the ground, screaming, I noticed
that I had dropped the leash and spared a breath to
call the thoroughly terrified Rennie back to me

(obedience training works; she came), before
resuming the writhing and the screaming. 
Neighbors popped out of nearby houses, cars pulled
over and we collected quite a crowd.  Someone
called Steve, who came running to collect us.  I
could tell that something was very wrong with my
arms (as in, I couldn’t put any weight on them) so
off we went to the ER at Cedars.  

Hours later a harried doctor cheerfully informed me
that I had
fractured
both
elbows.  He
kept telling
me that this
was a
unique
injury and
that he was
impressed,
but he
didn’t say
with what:
my elbow-
breaking
prowess? 
My ability
to do
maximum
damage

while walking a dog?  By this time it was 2:30 in
the morning and very little amused me.  But the
worst was yet to come.  He decided that I needed
casts on both arms.  And these weren’t just any
casts:  they extended from shoulder to fingertips.  I
couldn’t even blow my nose on my own.  

The next day we went to see our own orthopedist. 
He took one look at me (I was a pretty
pathetic/comical sight) and burst into gales of
laughter.  Once his laughter subsided he managed to
choke out, “Well, this won’t work.  We have to find
a better way,” and he set about figuring out a more
workable plan.  

I left his office with the use of my hands, one
(smaller) cast on my right arm and just a sling on
the left.  I still looked ridiculous, but it was such an
improvement over the Cedars rig that I felt

Blame the Dog
– Diana Kerew-Shaw

Diana Kerew-Shaw found a way to stay
warm during our cool summer
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positively upbeat.  

Of course, I can’t drive.  I can’t cook (I’m not sure
this is a bad thing), Steve is in training to be my
hairdresser, chauffeur and all-purpose servant
(remember that “for better or worse” part in the
marriage vows?).  He and Rennie are now bonding
over multiple daily walks where he no doubt enjoys
a few moments of respite from hearing my plaintive
“Honey, could you. . . ?” 

Needless to say, I can’t train a dog.  Two days after
the accident I was thinking, “Maybe we can practice
signals,” and then I remembered, “Oh, that’s right.  I
don’t actually have the use of my arms.” My little

girl will either (a) have incredible drive when we
return to work or (b) forget everything she knows. 
Only time will tell.

So there you have it. The accident occurred on
August 17.  I hope to lose the cast by September 9
and be fully recovered by the end of the month.  I
will miss all my training partners, and look forward
to my return.  Until then, enjoy your dogs, have fun
– and remember to carry a flashlight on late-night
walks.

That’s all for now.  Have a good month, everyone.

[Photo courtesy of author]

�����

“ARE YOU READY?”

A
nyone who competes in obedience hears the
judge ask this question before each
exercise.  The question is somewhat

perfunctory, and  I suppose it’s obvious that once
you’ve entered and gone into the ring you’ve
decided that you and your dog are ready to trial. 
However, how did you make that decision?  It’s a
tough question because everyone has different goals
and every dog is different so there is no single right
answer.  Therefore, I thought it would be interesting
to ask several of the Club’s successful long-time
members how they determine when their dogs are
ready to compete.  What follows is Louise
Meredith’s response.  As I receive other responses,
I’ll also share them with you.

For those of you newer members who don’t know
Louise, here is a summary of her background in
dogs.  Louise has been a member of WLAOTC
since the early 1970s.  She has trained a Silky
Terrier, Miniature Poodle, and Border Collies.  She
has competed in six AKC National Obedience

Invitationals (NOI).  With her Border Collie
Twister, she was first runner up in 2002 and in 2003
won the NOI Championship title or “NOC.”  Louise
and Twister were also on the US team that
competed at Crufts in England.  

Twister was truly an amazing dog.  He went from
Novice to OTCH (Obedience Trial Champion) in
six months, earned 4,350 lifetime OTCH points and
is in the Top 25 Dogs for lifetime OTCH points.  He
earned 250 High in Trials (HITs), 265 High
Combined Scores (HCs, the combined highest
scores in open and utility at one trial), a UDX 31
(Utility Dog Excellent, which requires 10 qualifying
scores in both open and utility at the same trial,
analogous to the agility double Q in excellent B),
and earned 31 perfect scores of 200.  In addition to
his obedience titles, he also finished his Bench
Championship.  

Louise has put eight OTCH titles on her dogs and is
now working on the ninth with her latest dog, Uno. 
She is currently trialing two dogs, Luc and Uno. 
Luc has 1,642 OTCH points and is in the Top 25
Dogs for 2009 and 2010.  To date, he has earned
137 HITs, 125 HCs, a UDX 16 and has earned 25
perfect 200 scores.  Luc finished his Bench
Championship and went from Novice to OTCH in
five months.   As you can see, Louise has been
pretty darn good at determining when her dogs are
ready for the ring.  Here is Louise’s thoughtful

Behind the Scenes
– Dona Tanaka &

Louise Meredith
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response to the question “Are you ready?”

“A dog is not ready to compete until he has
successfully gone through the three stages of dog
training.  The first stage is the teaching phase where
the dog learns all of the components of each
exercise required in obedience.  This is a purely
teaching phase, where the dog is learning, through
motivational teaching.  After the dog knows the
basic exercises, the next stage he must go through is
the corrective phase.  During this phase, you are
perfecting the exercises, expecting accuracy and
consistency, working towards the mental picture of
perfection.  During this phase you must correct the
dog when he is wrong, but still keep up the
motivation, willingness and drive in the dog.  The
final stage is the proofing phase.  This is the time to
add all the distractions you would get at any dog
show.  The dog must learn to work under any and
all distractions.  

“I also believe that it is very important for my young
and upcoming dog to go to all the shows with me
while I am showing my seasoned dog.  The young
dog will be exposed to all the dog show activity
from the time he is a puppy.  He will also get
worked on his obedience exercises at the shows, so
he learns to work in the dog show environment.  

“I do not do matches with my young dog until he
knows the exercises and has gone through the
teaching, corrective and proofing phases.  However,
I do get together informally with friends at different
parks for training sessions during all stages of my

young dog’s training.  I feel it is very important for
dogs in training to get to as many different places
and environments as possible.

“I also do not show my dogs until they have been
completely trained through all of the utility
exercises.  Performing at the utility level is the goal
in obedience training, and from day one of training,
every behavior and exercise is oriented and directed
to what the dog will have to do in utility.  For
example, when training the basic sit, down, stand
and recall needed for novice, I am actually training
for the signal exercise in utility.  In other words, I
don’t train novice first, then open, and finally
utility.  I train each component of each individual
exercise, starting with the most simple behavior of
that exercise and keep building on that until the dog
can do the entire exercise, with the utility exercise
being the final goal.  So, when I am ready to show
my dog in novice, he has already perfected all of the
utility exercises.  

“As to exactly what age I show a new dog, that will
vary with the dog’s maturity, confidence and
capabilities.  I have started a new dog in novice
as young as two and one-half years of age, but have
also waited with other dogs until they were four
years old.  But, my rule of thumb does not vary as to
when to show them.  They need to be fully trained
through utility, and be confident and consistent in
these exercises in a show environment.”  

Many thanks to Louise for taking the time to share
her thoughts and ideas. 
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A
WARM WEST LA WELCOME to Charlie
Rae who arrived on August 26, 2010, at
7:20 p.m.  She weighed in at 6 lbs., 10 ozs.,

and was 19".  As Debbie Pinthus noted, she can
jump 20" in AKC, unless she grows too much more. 
Mom Samantha Gaske and dad Greg Oberman are
doing great, and Roxy seems enchanted. 
Congratulations!

OUR SINCERE CONDOLENCES to David
Zelitzky on the passing of Ruby (1994 - 2010), his
Weimaraner who got him started in obedience. 
David got Ruby when she was 14 months old and
scared of most people, unusual objects, riding in the
car, etc.  Ruby took classes in both obedience and
agility through the Club, and turned into a top-
ranked Weimaraner in both novice and open; she
earned AKC and UKC titles at both levels.  David
and Ruby also represented the Club at Top Dog. 
David notes that Ruby taught him more than he
taught her.  “She was a happy and peaceful old lady
in love with the world.”  

News of You
– Inez Post and Kitty Jones

The charming Charlie Rae

Greg Oberman and Samantha Gaske welcome
Charlie Rae

David Zelitzky and Ruby in 1999
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AKC OBEDIENCE

Santa Maria Kennel Club, 7/10
Jane Collins/Sugar, Rally: Adv B, Q;  Ex B, Q, 10  RAEth

leg
Ginny Kahn/Guy, Nov B, 190, 3  pl, 2  legrd nd

Southwest Obedience Club of Los Angeles, 8/14
Kate Bernstein/Xochitl, Nov A, 182 ½ , 2  pl, 1  leg;nd st

Rally Nov A, 75, 2  legnd

Marla Frankel/Hailey, Rally Nov A, 94, 3  pl, 1  legrd st

Nancy Lovendosky/Dashiell, Rally Adv B, 97, 3  pl;rd

Rally Exc B, 94, 2  RAE legnd

Denise Mixon/Augie, Beg Nov A, 193, 1  pl, 1  leg;st st

Rally: Adv B, 97, 4  pl; Exc B, 93, 10  RAE legth th

Doug Parker/Cisco, Rally Nov A, Q

South Bay Kennel Club, 8/15
Marla Frankel/Hailey, Rally Nov A, 83, 2  legnd

AKC AGILITY

Agility Club of Santa Barbara, 7/31 - 8/1
Lucy Kluckhohn Jones/Hope, Ex B Std, Q
Lucy Kluckhohn Jones/Mocha, Nov P JWW, 1  pl, 2st nd

leg

DASH, 8/14 - 15
Aljean Harmetz/Jason, Ex B Std, 3  plrd

George Kabo/Hayden, Nov P: Std: 3  pl, 1  leg; 1  pl,rd st st

2  leg; JWW: 2  pl, 1  leg; 2  pl, 2  leg; FAST: 3  pl,nd nd st nd nd rd

1  leg; 1  pl, 2  legst st nd

Lynn Lovendosky/Dashiell, Op Std, 1  pl, 2  legst nd

Marc Marsceill/Dakota, Nov P FAST, 1  pl, 3  leg; Opst rd

JWW P, 1  pl, 2  legst nd

Papillon Club of Southern CA, 8/20 - 21
Aljean Harmetz/Jason, Ex B: Std, Q; JWW, Q, Dbl Q
George Kabo/Hayden, Nov P: Std, 1  pl, 3  leg; JWW,st rd

1  pl, 3  legst rd

Tawn Sinclair/Tuffie, Ex B: Std, Q; JWW, Q, Dbl Q

Keeshond Club of Southern CA, 8/22
Aljean Harmetz/Jason, Ex B JWW, Q
Tawn Sinclair/Tuffie, Ex B: Std, Q; JWW, Q, Dbl Q

ASCA AGILITY

COAST, 8/21 - 22
Janelle Fuchigami/Diesel, Op Std: 2  pl, 2  pl; Elnd nd

Jump, Q
Nancy Gast/Cannon, Op: Gamble, 3  pl; Jump, 1  plrd st

Marc Marsceill/Dakota, Op Std. 1  pl; El Jump, Qst

CPE AGILITY

Ups ’N Downs, 8/21-22
Clydine Crowder/Nugget, Lev 5: Jkpt, 1  plst

Clydine Crowder/Spencer, Lev C: Std, 1  pl; Lev 5:st

WC, 1  pl; Jkpt, 2  pl; Jump, 1  pl; Colors, 1  pl;st nd st st

FH, 2  plnd

NADAC AGILITY

Manzinita Agility Club, 8/7-8
Clydine Crowder/Nugget, Nov Wve, 1  plst

Clydine Crowder/Spencer, Op: Std, 3  pl; Wve, 2  plrd nd

USDAA AGILITY

Santa Barbara Flyers, 8/14-15
Lucy Kluckhohn Jones/Hope, Mast: Jump, Q; Prs, 2  pl;nd

Snk, Q
Lucy Kluckhohn Jones/Mocha, PIII Prs, 4  plth

SMART, 8/28-29
Aljean Harmetz/Jason, Mast: Prs, 3  pl; Snk, Q, 4  pl;rd th

Jump, 4  pl; GP, 1  pl, bye to 2  Rd of Regth st nd

Shirley Russell/Cricket, Adv: Std, 3  pl, Gamble, 1  pl;rd st

Mast: Jump, Q; Snk, Q
Shirley Russell/Harlie, Mast: Std: 2 , pl, 3  pl; Gamble,nd rd

1  pl; Snk, 4  pl, Q; Jump, Q;  Steeplechase: Rd 1,st th

3  pl; Rd, Qrd

Shirley Russell/Stormie, PII Jump, 1  pl; Prs, 2  plst nd

NAT ASSN OF CANINE SCENT WORK

San Pedro Nose Work Trial, 8/15
Clydine Crowder/Nugget, Lev 1: Vehicle search, 3  pl;rd

Exterior search, 4  pl; Interior search, Q; Containerth

search, Q

Scoreboard – Aljean Harmetz, Sarah Sykes
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Jane Collins and Sugar earned all the legs for their RAE in a row: 29 legs, from RN to RAE, with no
failures!  Congratulations to Jane and Sugar.

NEW TITLES

Jane Collins/Sugar, RAE Nancy Gast/Cannon, JS-O-OP, GS-O
Clydine Crowder/Nugget, NW 1 Janelle Fuchigami/Diesel, RS-O
Clydine Crowder/Spencer, OAC George Kabo/Hayden, NAP, NJP
Cameron Douglas/Cisco, CGC Marc Marsceill/Dakota, NFP, RS-O

Denise Mixon/Augie, RAE

and

Tawn Sinclair/Tuffie, MACH2

Sugar Collins aims for the moon
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Katherine Beattie
Malibu, CA 90265

Dog(s): Pit Bull
Interests: Obedience, Agility

Kristin Gentile and Eric DeRiso
Los Angeles, CA 90064

Dog(s): Spaniel Mixes
Interests: Obedience, Agility

Linden Johnson
Valley Village, CA 91607

Dog(s): Labrador Retriever
Interests: Obedience

Natalie Karasik
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

Dog(s): Pit Bull Mix
Interests: Obedience, Agility

Maureen Muldaur
Santa Monica, CA 90405

Dog(s): Terrier Mix, Border Collie Mix
Interests: Obedience, Agility

Audrey Sarn, John Peed and Lisa Stetler
Malibu, CA 90265

Dog(s): Poodle Mix
Interests: Agility

Staci Siegel
Santa Monica, CA 90405

Dog(s): Beagles
Interests: Agility

Carol Vernon and Bob Turbin
Los Angeles, CA 90077

Dog(s): Golden Doodle
Interests: Agility

Welcome New Members
– Janelle Fuchigami
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Fifty-ninth

year, twelfth

month. 

Meeting

called to

order at 7:00

p.m. by

President

Casey

Cantrell at Spitfire Grill Restaurant.  Present were

Casey Cantrell, Janelle Fuchigami, Diana Kerew-

Shaw, Sally Carson, Nancy Oppenheim, Judith

Lewis and Cynthia Smith. 

Board Actions.  On July 27 the Board met in

emergency session as a Committee of the Whole

to discuss the increase in park fees to be incurred

on September 1, 2010.

Vice President’s Report.  Janelle Fuchigami had

nothing to report.

Secretary’s Report.  Diana Kerew-Shaw had

nothing to report.

Treasurer’s Report.  Sally Carson had nothing to

report.

Obedience Director’s Report.  Judith Lewis had

nothing to report.

Agility Director’s Report.  Cynthia Smith had

nothing to report.

Programs and Hospitality Report.  Nancy

Oppenheim had nothing to report.

Old Business

There was nothing to report.

New Business

Class Fees.  There was discussion regarding the

necessity of raising class fees to offset increased

park fees, which will double as of September 1,

2010.  Casey pointed out that the Club’s class

fees have remained very stable, with Agility fees

never having been raised since the inception of

the program, and with the last raise to obedience

fees coming ten years ago.  It was also noted

that because all of the administrative work is

done by Club volunteers enables the Club to keep

fees low, some sort of system was necessary to

acknowledge their contribution.

A motion was made, seconded and passed to

raise class fees.  The new fees are:

Agility: $150.00

Novice, Intermediate Novice, Advanced

Novice, Comp Prep Obedience, and

Conformation Handling: $105.00

Puppy Obedience: $110.00

Open/Utility Obedience: $150.00

Feisty Fido: $165.00

Beginning Rally: $105.00

Advanced/Excellent Rally: $120.00

A motion was made, seconded and passed to

discount these rates for “eligible members” as

follows:

Agility: $135.00

Novice, Intermediate Novice, Advanced

Novice, Comp Prep Obedience, and

Conformation Handling:  $95.00

Puppy Obedience: $95.00

Open/Utility Obedience: $135.00

Beginning Rally: $95.00

Advanced/Excellent Rally: $110.00

“Eligible member” was defined as member who:

Is a current WLAOTC member;

Earned two or more service credits during the

eligibility period (8/01/09 – 7/31/10); 

Was a WLAOTC Member at the time the

service credits were earned.

It was agreed that the discounted fees would

apply to up to two dogs per member.

It was agreed to update and publish the list of

service credits so that members would know their

standing.

It was agreed that Casey would post an email to

the Club lists regarding these changes, and that

they would also be announced in the August

newsletter.

Alternate Sites.  There was discussion about a

space in Culver City which Casey has

investigated.  It is a huge empty lot owned by

the city, which had been slated for

redevelopment.  Currently the city has only been

interested in renting it for 90 days at a time, but

owing to the depressed real estate market it was

agreed to investigate whether they would

consider a long-term lease.  Improvements would

be necessary to the site (grounds work, lights),

so the expense would only make sense with a

long lease.  Judith mentioned that there are

concessions being made for “low impact

development,” and we might qualify, especially if

we were installing a permeable surface.  

The VA grounds are another possible site.  Sally

volunteered to investigate.  

Diana Kerew offered to find out who the relevant

LA City Council Member is who covers Rancho

Park, with the view to seeing if there is a way to

get some concessions on the new fees.

The next Board Meeting will be held on

West Los Angeles Obedience
Training Club, Inc.

Minutes of 
Board of Directors Meeting
Tuesday, August 10, 2010
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September 7 at 7:00 p.m. at the Spitfire Grill.

There being no further business, the meeting was

adjourned at 10:05 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Diana Kerew-Shaw,

Secretary

�����

Fifty-ninth

year, twelfth

month. 

Meeting called

to order at

12:15 p.m.

by President 

Casey

Cantrell at the

 Club’s Annual Practice Match.  As there was

no business to be conducted, the meeting was

adjourned at 12:20 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Diana Kerew-Shaw,

Secretary 

West Los Angeles
Obedience Training Club,

Inc.
Minutes of General Meeting

Saturday, August 7, 2010
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Tryst McCarthy does her best to stay limber and ready to go
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